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Unicode 4.1 and Slavic Philology
Problems and Perspectives (II)

0. Introduction
In the first paper devoted to the current state of encoding Slavic characters into Unicode (KEMPGEN 2006)¹ we gave an introduction to the topic, outlined various achievements in the current version of Unicode (v. 4.1, 2005), mainly because not all of them are common knowledge or available in standard fonts like Times or Times New Roman, and then we discussed many of the historic or special characters of the Slavic languages that have not yet been encoded in Unicode. Space did not permit us to cover everything in the first article, so this second article will take up where the first paper left, and will also present more illustrative material for some of the topics from the first article. The reader might find it useful to be familiar with the first article before reading the present one, but knowledge of the first article is not a prerequisite.

As for the first paper, it should be noted that the purpose of this paper is not to claim that all characters mentioned in this article should be encoded in Unicode, but merely to point out those areas where further investigation is needed, where a common understanding of the principles and practice of treating characters should be developed among Slavists. The paper is also meant to be a contribution to formal proposals which will be submitted to Unicode, Inc. to have more characters encoded.

One important thing that is also worth repeating is that if a character, may it be a letter, an accent or some other sign, is defined in Unicode, that does not mean that a certain font contains an image of that character. Thus, it would be a misconception to think that because font X does not have character Y, Y is not available in Unicode. Most people today will, for example, use Times New Roman (from Monotype) on the PC (and now on the Macintosh, too), and Times (from Linotype) on the Macintosh. A comparison of these two common fonts (see Appendix) will show that, unfortunately, Times New Roman has less to offer to a Slavist than Times, but Times is not as widespread on the PC whereas on the Macintosh it is a standard since the invention of desktop publishing in the 80’s (although of course only now under OS X with an extended Unicode character set).²

---

¹ Available electronically from the ‘Kodeks’ server: http://kodeks.uni-bamberg.de/
² It might be worth pointing out that version 3.05 of both Times New Roman and Arial for the Macintosh have the same character set as their PC counterparts. Thus, any data and file exchange that is based on these fonts will be completely without problems.
To make up for the deficiencies in the standard fonts mentioned above, the author of the present article has produced a font named *Kliment Std* that is available for free. This font is aimed especially at Slavic medievalists, and it features a lot of those characters not present in the above-mentioned reference fonts. ‘Kliment Std’ is available for download from http://kodeks.uni-bamberg.de/AKSL/Schrift/KlimentStd.htm and also from the ‘Repertorium’ website. It is being used in the present paper where the standard fonts do offer support for a character in question.

1. Unicode Blocks
For practical purposes, Unicode, a table consisting of 65,536 cells in which each character has its own unique number and also a name, is normally organized into “blocks”. Thus, for example, all Cyrillic characters for the Slavic languages form one block, Soviet additions to the Cyrillic alphabet form another block etc.

![Cyrillic Unicode Block (‘Lucida Grande’ font)](image)

This pertains to the Latin accented characters used by today’s Slavic languages, and to the contemporary orthography of Cyrillic. The differences – and problems – however begin to start immediately beyond that point.
2. Notes on available characters and solutions

2.1. The Uk ligature

Among the historical additions to the Slavic block there is the ‘Uk’ digraph, i.e. Oy / oy. Sometimes this character is rendered as a digraph, and sometimes as a vertical ligature, i.e. Ɪ Ꭓ (see Fig. 1). However, one can either have the digraph or the ligature in the Slavic Cyrillic block, not both.

Just browsing through all characters available in a given font will, however, reveal the presence of Ɪ Ꭓ at another location: They are available as Latin letters in the Latin Extended-B block, character codes [0222] and [0223]. This is somewhat unexpected because it is well known to Slavists that these characters were introduced into the Cyrillic alphabet under the influence of the Greek alphabet and its writing conventions. In the Greek section of Unicode, however, these vertical ligatures aren’t available. The reason why the vertical ligature is not present in Unicode as a Greek character is because Greek official bodies vetoed its introduction on the basis that it’s use is ‘a mistake’, and that it will be corrected by teachers. However, the vertical ligature is being used today even in printed form, see Fig. 2 for an example in the name of a famous Greek biscuit company.

Fig. 2: Greek vertical OY ligature in use today

Anyway, from the Greek alphabet the ligature found its way into the alphabets of the Algonquin and Huron languages. Thus, the Greek vertical Ɪ Ꭓ became a Latin letter present in two Indian languages but the language it was borrowed from, Greek, does not have that character in Unicode because officials did not like it there, and the need of philologists wasn’t considered relevant enough to overturn the official vote.

Now from a user’s standpoint it wouldn’t make much of a difference if the Ɪ Ꭓ is a Greek, a Cyrillic or a Latin letter – if it’s there, it can be used. That’s indeed true, but it is also true that one will then have a mixture of Greek and Latin letters within one word, or of Cyrillic and Latin. This has negative side effects on sorting, spell checking, hyphenation etc. and such a mixture of characters should be avoided. For the very same reasons, Unicode has a Cyrillic ‘A’ even if already has a Latin ‘A’!

The same observation is also valid for other characters: Cyrillic characters not yet available in Unicode may look identical to Latin characters elsewhere in other Unicode blocks, and thus it is tempting to use them instead. However, as
we wanted to point out here, that is not the ideal approach, although certainly practical if no other solution is available at a given time.

2.2. Long and short vowels
Available in Unicode are precomposed characters for most long and short vowels:

| Long vowels:    | ā ē ī Ħū ĭ      |
| Short vowels:   | ā ē ĭ Ħū ĭ      |

What’s missing from this chart is a short y, which, however, can be composed from its parts: ſ. One may be tempted to simply use the Byelorussian character instead, which looks identical. While for a printed text or an on-screen representation it makes no difference whether the ſ is Cyrillic or Latin, this distinction is important for settings concerning the language of the text in a word-processor file, for hyphenation, for sorting etc., i.e. for text processing and text encoding – see above.

3. Problems in Unicode 4.1 – continued
3.1. Štokavian Accents – the missing double grave accent
Serbian and Croatian use four accent marks to denote the four possible combinations of long vs. short duration with rising vs. falling tone. The accepted norm uses acute (‘) for long-rising, grave (‘) for short-rising, an inverted bow (ˇ) for long-falling and a double grave accent (˝) for short-falling. These four diacritics go over any of the following six vowels: a e i o u r, totalling 6 x 4 = 24 different character combinations. Of these 24 characters, 23 are covered as precomposed characters by Unicode 4.1, while one has been forgotten: r with grave accent: ř. This omission was treated more fully in the first article. As one can see from the preceding sentences, it is sometimes necessary, when one writes about accents, to typeset them by themselves. This is why Unicode has among its blocks a section devoted to ‘spacing modifiers’, i.e. accents with their own positive width, and a section devoted to ‘combining diacritics’, i.e. accents which have zero-width, i.e. which will not move the insertion point in a word-processor, and which will be displayed instead above or under the preceding character. Such ‘combining diacritics’ are also known as ‘flying accents’.

While most accents required for Slavic phonetics are available as spacing accents as well as non-spacing accents, the one accent missing is the double grave accent. It is available in the ‘Combining Diacritical Marks’ block at [030F], but not in the ‘Spacing Modifiers’ section. There, however, we find a “modifier letter middle double grave accent” at number [02F5] among several other “middle” modifiers. They all differ from normal modifiers in their height:
they do not sit *above* characters but to the side of them: Ș”Ș. In other words: a normal *spacing modifier double grave accent* is missing from Unicode at present and should be added as a ‘spacing clone’ of the corresponding combining diacritic.

3.2. Sorbian and Polish orthography
In the first article on this subject, we already mentioned that for Sorbian several characters are missing. We will be presenting some additional illustrations here.

I. Lautlehre

§ 1. Buchstaben

Das Niedersorbische wird heute ausschließlich mit lateinischen Buchstaben geschrieben. Da bis 1933, wo der Nazismus jede nieder- sorbische Kulturarbeit erstickte, neben der erwähnten Schreibweise auch mit deutschen Buchstaben, letzteres sogar häufiger, geschrieben wurde, sei zum Verständnis der älteren Schriften auch diese Schreibweise mit angegeben.

a) Lateinische Schreibweise: a b b c ć d dź e ě f f' g h
b) deutsche Schreibweise: a b b ć c d dź e ē f f' g ě

Die Benennung der Buchstaben entspricht dem Deutschen; dazu merke: ć, dź, ś, ẓ nennt man čej, dźej, šej, žej; č, ź, ě = čet, žet, čt, š = ěš; ĩ = ěč; ch, dź = cha, dżą.

Fig. 3: Character table from Šwela (1952, 1).

The characters that are not available in Unicode are precomposed b’ and f’, which may not really be necessary given that they can be composed from their parts quite satisfactorily, and the long s (ʃ) with stroke. See Fig. 5 for some more samples. The long s with stroke is an addition to Unicode that would be needed. Because this character was always and only printed using broken script fonts (‘Fraktur’), the lowercase character is not the ‘normal’ s, but the long s (ʃ). Implemented for a modern typeface, it would look like this:

Fig. 4: Serifed design of S and long s with stroke
weiches s (lesen) za – ża für (Sache), zły – śly böse.
hartes s, ź (Grüße, miß): se – śe sich (Erbse), gus – guś die Gans (der Guß).
wie dt. z: cas – żaß die Zeit, cera – żera Linie (zerren).
ganz weiches dt. sch mit j verbunden: żiwy – żywy wild.
volles sanftes sch, wie im Worte Journal: żaba – jaba der Frosch, żywy – żywy lebendig.
härter als dt. sch (Pascha), šesć – šešej sechs, śnarł – śgnarł der Goldammer (schnarren), běšćo – běšćejo ihr waren.
volles tsch (Kutscher) = tš: lažčej – lažćej leichter.
vgl. ń: ldžej – ńđżej leichter.

Fig. 5: Character samples from Śwela (1952, 3).

In the history of Polish orthography, the work of Jakub PARKOSZ (ca. 1440) stands out as the first attempt to distinguish hard and soft characters. In the first part of the article on Slavic philology and Unicode, we already presented a scan from modern printed editions of his works. We will present here the handwritten original:

Fig. 6: Character samples from J. Parkosz (URBAŃCZYK/OLESCH 1985, 53)

Here, one can see the square and round b in the first line under the Latin descriptions ‘grossum’ (hard) and ‘molle’ (soft), and the square and round p in the third line, again with ‘grossum’ and ‘molle’ above them. As was already stated in the first article, Parkosz’s suggestions never became popular even
with his contemporaries because these distinctions were hard to realize and more a question of writing styles or font design than true graphemes.

We will present additional here material concerning the so-called r rotunda, the ‘round r’. Just as the Latin s is available in Unicode in two forms, the standard form and the long s, the r rotunda needs to be encoded as the second form of the r:

\[ \text{r} \text{ rotunda} \]

Fig. 7: r, r rotunda, s, and long s (‘Breitkopf’ font)

In contrast to German, in Polish the r rotunda carried a functional load: it helped to distinguish -rz- [ʐ] from -r-z- [rz] (see Urbańczyk/Olesch 1985, 36 on Murzynowski 1551). The r rotunda was also in use for Sorbian, see the second line of the table in Fig 8:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabricius 1706</th>
<th>Frye 1796</th>
<th>Zwarh 1847</th>
<th>Český 52</th>
<th>Mein Alphabet</th>
<th>Ober- sorbisch</th>
<th>Alt- slovenisch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ř</td>
<td>ř</td>
<td>ɹ</td>
<td>ɹ</td>
<td>ɹ</td>
<td>ɹ</td>
<td>ř</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ř</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>ř</td>
<td>ř</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>č.ImageView</td>
<td>č ImageView</td>
<td>š ImageView</td>
<td>š ImageView</td>
<td>š ImageView</td>
<td>š ImageView</td>
<td>š ImageView</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t ImageView</td>
<td>t ImageView</td>
<td>t ImageView</td>
<td>t ImageView</td>
<td>t ImageView</td>
<td>t ImageView</td>
<td>t ImageView</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8: Alphabet chart from Mücke (1891; repr. 1965, 18)
3.3. Unified Jers and Nasals
In Cyrillic texts, we find a so-called ‘unified jer’, which is written as a middle form between the two standard jers, and we also find so-called ‘unified nasals’:

![Unified Jer and unified nasals ('Method' font)](image)

All these character pairs are not yet available in Unicode. Their very essence lies in the fact the scribes could not decide or did not know or were not aware of which one of each pair to write, and therefore they went for a middle form. This, of course, means that these middle forms cannot be identified with either one as being a stylistic variant. At this point, it should be noted that these ‘unified’ letters are not identical to the characters used in the so-called ‘one-jer-texts’ which exhibit only one of the jers, but where the form of this letter is clearly one of the two.

3.4. Transliteration of Glagolitic Nasals
Now that the Glagolica has been included in Unicode in its version 4.1, it is only logical to check if all characters needed for the transliteration of Glagolitic into Cyrillic are available. First problems in this area were noted in the first article – the case of the missing Cyrillic Iota.

The transliteration of the nasal vowels from the Glagolitic alphabet into Cyrillic letters presents another currently unsolved problem. Let’s have a look at the transliteration:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glagolitic</th>
<th>Cyrillic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>€</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ė</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ė</td>
<td>IA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ė</td>
<td>İK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ė</td>
<td>İK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɉ</td>
<td>‘YO’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The € – nasal E (first line) – can be transliterated into Cyrillic. In the second line, there is special character that occurs in Zographensis and in Marianus: Ė; it is encoded in Unicode as a separate glyph even if it is recognized to be a variant of the glyph in the first line.
According to TRUBETZKOY, the glyph € denotes a nasal O; however, because its shape is derived form the nasal E (ē), it is usually transliterated using a modified Cyrillic nasal E (А) whose form actually occurs in Suprasliensis (but is not encoded as a separate letter in Unicode). Consequently, the А should be added to the Cyrillic block not only in its own right, but primarily because it is needed to transliterate €.

The jotated nasal E (€), the nasal O (€) and the jotated nasal O (€) can all be transliterated, as lines three to five show. However, sometimes the need arises to single out the first part of the jotated nasal O, i.e. €, for example, to write about it, and it also seems to occur in a non-connected form in actual manuscripts. Here, the situation becomes even less clear: it is unclear how to transliterate this part into Cyrillic; sometimes we simply find the Latin digraph ‘YO’ although it clearly does not represent the phonetic value correctly.

TRUBETZKOY’s OCS Grammar (1968, 22) presents two additional interesting transliteration characters:

![Table of transliterations](image)

Fig. 11: TRUBETZKOY’s transliteration of Glagolitic
The transliteration for numbers “30” and “800” are unusual additions, derived from the shapes of the Glagolitic letters, it seems, and mixed into the set of Latin letters used for the rest of table. This seems to be a singular use of these nonstandard characters, so they may not merit inclusion into Unicode.

This, however, brings us to the next interesting area:

3.5. Transliteration of Glagolitic into Croatian (Latin)
While Glagolitic has been and usually is being transliterated into Cyrillic, we should not forget that in Croatia this is not the case: there, the Croatian or Square Glagoljica is transliterated using Latin characters.3 If we take a look at Fig. 12, we see one character that is not present in Unicode:

![Figure 12: Croatian transliteration of Glagolitic (BRATULIĆ 1995, 98)](image)

A not-so-common character is the c with circumflex (ć) which is available in Unicode at [0108] and [0109]; it can, of course, also be composed from its parts. The j with diacritic needs to be looked at more closely. While Fig. 12 seems to show a j with circumflex (which is available in Unicode at [0134] and [0135]), another figure from the same source clearly shows shows an inverted breve:

![Figure 13: Croatian transliteration of Glagolitic (BRATULIĆ 1995, 146)](image)

---

3 Bulgarian or Round Glagolica and Croatian or Square Glagoljica are considered to be the same script in Unicode, and the difference between them to be stylistical.
A j with an inverted breve is not yet available in Unicode. Also, such a character cannot be made up from its parts because a ‘dotless j’ is also not yet available so that would be another character that needs consideration.

3.6 Croatian Glagolica: variants or separate letters?
The encoding of the Glagolica presents another interesting case: in the first drafts of the original submission, the two variants representing the back jér (first line) were both present individually, just as the two variants representing the front jér (second line).

![Glagolica variants of the Jers](image)

In the final proposal, however, only the variants for the front jér survived, while the second variant for the back jér (encircled in Fig. 14) has not been encoded separately. While the two characters are surely related, one could still have preferred to have them both available.

3.7 Bosančica
This brings us to the one Slavic script that seems to have not yet been considered as such at all: The Bosančica.

![Bosančica alphabet](image)
The question which of these characters are different enough to warrant separate encoding is not easy to answer. Several candidates could be singled out, primarily ‘V’, ‘D’, Č/D, and ‘N’, with Č/D being the favorite.

3.8. Superscripts
Superscripts are another example where a solution has already been implemented for medievalists working with the Latin alphabet, while no comparable solution exists for Cyrillic. Nearly the complete Latin alphabet is currently already as superscripts; Fig. 16 shows a sub-set only:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>o</th>
<th>u</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>h</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>v</th>
<th>x</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 16: Combining Latin superscripts in Unicode

These superscripts allow the writing of ü (= û), á (= á), ö (= ö) etc., which is very important for medieval German. However, as we said, no superscripts are available for Cyrillic, even if some have very distinct shapes, see Fig. 17 for the ‘d’ and the ‘z’, maybe less so for the ‘x’.

![Fig. 17: Cyrillic superscripts in Afanasij Nikitin’s ‘Voyage Beyond the Three Seas’ (Troickij spisok)](image_url)

German orthography is remarkable in that it always had clear rules of how to replace non-ASCII-characters by sequences of ASCII characters: ä > ae, ö > oe, ü > ue, ß > ss. These same replacements are also being used today in e-mail addresses (i.e. a person called ‘Müller’ will always choose the sequence ‘mueller’, never ‘muller’, for his/her e-mail address).

These rules do not seem to be well known abroad where the umlaut characters are usually simply replaced by the base character instead (i.e. á > a, ò > o, û > u). Very strange-looking is, however, the practice to substitute a Greek beta (β) if no German double s (ß) is available – this can sometimes be observed in Russian printing.

3.9. Ligatures
Ligatures are, by their very nature, a most pleasing subject, aesthetically speaking. The history of Latin typesetting knows much more ligatures than a normal user today will be aware of. Fig. 18 gives an impression of an extended set of ligatures in a modern ‘expert’ digital font.

\[
\begin{align*}
ae & \ f\, \epsilon \ t \ fy \ ee \ ff \ gi \ fh \ it \ fj \ fh \ it \ fj \ ky \ fl \\
gg & \ gy \ oe \ sp \ ggy \ fr \ st \ ft \ ip \ py \ tw \ tt \ tw \ tty \\
AA & \ MB \ OC \ MD \ ME \ FF \ OG \ HE \ FI \ UB \ NK \ FL \ IA \\
NT & \ CD \ MP \ E \ R \ UD \ TT \ UP \ VA \ TW \ UL \ TY \ UR \\
tf & \ b \ ffi \ ffh \ ffj \ clky \ ttfl \ tfr \\
tft & \ ffy \ ft \ A \ fs \ fs \ æ \ HE \ Æ
\end{align*}
\]

A modern Baskerville style typeface set; "Just Ligatures" from the "Mrs. Eaves" collection.
Zuzana Licko designer. Emigre.com

Fig. 18: Expanded set of Latin ligatures in a modern typeface

In Unicode, ligatures are considered “presentation forms”. Quite a number of such forms are required for Arabic where the shape of a character depends on its position in the word (beginning, middle, end). For reasons of compatibility with legacy code pages, Unicode preserves some ligatures for Latin (see Fig. 20, left part). However, for Cyrillic and Glagolitic, there are no ligatures at all available in Unicode. Both script systems do know quite a number of ligatures. In Cyrillic, there are at least a dozen common ligatures (see Fig. 19), but there are hundreds of actual ligatures to be found in texts.

Fig. 19: Sample OCS Cyrillic ligatures (‘Method’ font)

The same is true for Glagolitic, and Fig. 20 (right half) shows a well-known table listing ligatures consisting of two and even three characters. It may be worth mentioning here that Greek manuscripts also show a large number of ligatures, which are also not present in Unicode.
3.10. Numbers

Fig. 21 shows the “Numbers” block in Unicode, consisting of various fractions and then Roman numerals in uppercase and lowercase:

![Image of fractions and Roman numerals in Unicode]

Fig. 21: Fractions and Latin (Roman) numbers in Unicode

In contrast to this, for Slavic no precomposed numbers are available. As a visual reminder of the Slavic writing conventions for numbers might serve Fig. 22. For Slavic, we have the ‘thousand’ symbol encoded, but nothing else.
That is, for each number, the user is expected to type at least four parts: a half-high dot, then the letter, a titlo over the letter, and again a closing half-high dot. The problem here is that to successfully compose the Slavic numbers from their parts, we need a titlo that goes above two letters – see numbers 11 to 19, and such a titlo is not yet available, only one which goes directly above a letter. The best implementation for the longer titlo would probably be a nonspacing diacritic that is to be typed between the two letters, very similar in principle to the ‘combining double macron’ that is available in Unicode at [035E]. So, a ‘combining double titlo’ is what should be added to Unicode.

3.11. Balkan Philology
A broader perspective on Slavic writing systems is in order if we want to fully cover all their uses. First, there is the use of OCS Cyrillic in Romania, where it was used until the 19th century. From a manual of Romanian paleography, there is clear evidence of an additional accepted OCS letter (see Fig. 23).

![LITERA A]

LITERA A

Litera A, obținută prin modificarea grafică a literei A78, în documentele muntoști ale secolului al XV-lea apare o singură dată, într-un act de întărire dat pentru mănăstirea Govora79 de voievodul Radu cel Mare: WT gase poine dom po A80 domine Chorhîc „din capul poienei, în jos, prin (pe în) vâla Ciorcî” (1499 iul. 13, Arh. St. Buc., S. I., nr. 118).

Deși atestată într-un cuvânt românesc, totuși unicul exemplu în care găsim această literă nu ne dă posibilitatea de a ne referi la valoarea sau valoare acestei litere în general81. În acest unic caz, grafia ne determină să afirmăm că A notează nazalitatea vocalei care precedă pe H82.

Fig. 23: OCS letter ‘IN’ in Romanian (DJAMO-DIACONIȚĂ 1971, 49)
This same character is also known from Slavic texts, representing a similar, but not identical sound.

It is well-known that the Greek script has been used on the Balkans for neighbouring languages: It was in use in Bulgaria during the First Kingdom before OCS was to become the official language with its own alphabet, and it was used for Macedonian in the 19th century before the language acquired an official status (after WWII). The Greek script was also used for Albanian, and in the sample shown in Fig. 24 we see some interesting character-diacritic combinations not known in Greek itself (epsilon with underline, kappa with over-dot, epsilon with gravis and underline, sigma with dieresis, pi with over-dot – all in the first two lines of the sample).

3. Griechische Schrift.

Γιάτι ήν ή κε γε μπε χιελ κουφτε ηντερούμερε ρεμερ ιτ. ύριε μπρο-
τερία γιοτε. ού πέφτε χορδερ ιτ. σι κουντερ πένετε νε χιελ υατον ε ρε
μπε δε: επα νύτερ πούζεν ε σομες ή κε να δούχετε πέρ φυστεμεν η δε

Transcription: Yati ino tsi ye mbu kiel’, kiofta santuvaru umuri it.
Artu mbrutria yote, U mbustu urdurri it, si kundru mbuenti du kiel’ astu e de
mbu de. Erna naves mbulsun e sorne tsi na dyzetu per fistuini. E de ndulema

Fig. 24: Albanian written using Greek letters (after FAULMANN 1880)

At present there is no evidence that the Arabic script when applied to Macedonian yielded any additional characters, but its application to Byelorussian and Bosnian would have to be carefully researched to see whether this adaptation resulted in any characters or character plus diacritic combinations that are not available yet in Unicode or cannot be produce from available parts.

3.12. General Phonetics
Concluding our overview of areas that should be considered from a Slavist’s point of view, general phonetics should no be completely forgotten. While most phonetic symbols are already available in Unicode, there are some symbols that were either not sanctioned by the IPA but still are in use or have been suggested at some point in time. Fig. 25 shows a list of various such additions not yet implemented in Unicode at present.

Many of these symbols are present in Pullum/Ladusaw (1986), an excellent source on phonetic symbols, their history and meaning. It might be worth noting that one of these symbols is being used by the Bavarian dialect atlas:

![Fig. 26: open o-e ligature (Pullum/Ladusaw 1986, 120)](image)

### 4. Encoding Strategies and Questionable Characters

#### 4.1 Ukrainian Ghe-upturn

Not every special character, however, that researchers have noted needs inclusion into Unicode. Let us look at such a case here.

TrunTe (2001, 324–327) remarks that Smotryc’kyj uses a special character in his 1619 grammar and he even typesets it. The character in question can be seen in Fig. 27 in the Greek loanwords Grammatiki, Orfográfiia, Etymología. TrunTe calls this character an ‘allographie’ or ‘variant’ (2001, 325) of г, and he says that it “stands for” Greek gamma (327).

![Fig. 27: Use of Ghe-upturn in Smotryc’kyj (1619, a v)](image)
Now what do these pictures really show? We see a “g” that does not fit the rest of Church Slavonic letters very well, and although it is reminiscent of the capital Cyrillic letter Γ or Ё, it is clearly a lowercase letter in both figures. Note that SMOTRYC’KYJ uses the ‘normal’ Γ in the uppercase-only title question ‘What is Grammar?’ and, in the same word, but printed in lowercase letters, the Ghe-upturn in the fourth line of Fig. 27.

By pure chances, the author happened to have the label of a Greek wine bottle which allowed for some interesting observations: This label has the same letter in it which SMOTRYC’KYJ uses: again, it clearly is a lowercase letter (see the first word in the first line, where it is used twice, and the first word in the second line of the text). Now it becomes clearer that what SMOTRYC’KYJ uses is nothing but a Greek lowercase Gamma in the context of OCS letters. This explains the difference in design (it is lighter than the true OCS characters) and the special form.5

5 The same Greek gamma is also present in the table of Greek letters in Ivan Fedorov’s Ostrog ‘Azbuka’ from 1578 (see 1983, 2).
As the wine label shows, this form of the Greek lowercase gamma is still in use today when a font is required that should look a bit more traditional and handwritten.

If we now take a look at a Ukrainian grammar (Rudnyck’kyj 1943, 2), we again see the same character in his alphabet table where he shows printed and handwritten forms of all characters:

![Fig. 30 Ukrainian G and Ghe-upturn (Rudnyck’kyj 1943, 2)](image)

As we can see from these figures, the Greek Gamma has been adapted into the construction principles underlying the Cyrillic alphabet which features many lowercase characters that are “small versions” of the respective uppercase letter where the Latin alphabet uses special forms for the lowercase letters (which derive from handwriting). Just compare Cyrillic T-t, M-m to Latin T-t, M-m etc.⁶ That is, the special tall Greek lowercase Gamma which Smotryck’kyj uses was later reinterpreted as being an uppercase character, and a small version was derived from it to form the lowercase character. This also explains why in hand-written form, the normal Cyrillic G and the Ghe upturn look different, although the printed forms are very similar to each other (see Fig. 30).

So, the remarks by Trunęd could and probably should be worded a bit differently: In Smotryck’kyj’s Grammar we do see a new character, and because it stands for the sound [g], and not [h], it is a phoneme and not an allophone: if it is already considered to be a Cyrillic character, it isn’t a tall variant of ρ, but of ρ! The very fact, however, that the tall Greek version of the Gamma is being

---

⁶ See Kempgen (1993) for some quantitative measurements of alphabet systems with regard to their internal structure.
used can be considered as a proof that this is still a borrowed Greek character and not yet a Cyrillic character. In contrast to this, one can indeed say, as TRUNTE does, that Ἐ ‘stands for’ Greek theta (θ) in certain manuscripts, because both characters are different to each other and clearly belong to different script systems. But in our case we simply observe the origin of the Ukrainian ‘Ghe upturn’ character which began its life as a borrowed tall lowercase Greek script gamma.

If one wants to typeset SMOTRYC’KYJ today, there would be several solutions: one could simply use the modern Cyrillic ghe upturn character (i.e. р) or, if more fidelity with the look of the original is required, an alternate tall form of the lowercase ghe upturn could be used. Finally, another obvious solution would be to use a Greek font with a tall lowercase gamma, just as SMOTRYC’KYJ did for his ‘Grammar’. In any case, this is not a new character that would be missing from Unicode, and it seems a somewhat strange omission that TRUNTE does not identify the special character that he sees in SMOTRYC’KYJ’S ‘Grammar’ with the Ukrainian ghe upturn of today.

4.2. Encoding variants

This brings us to a more general consideration of how variants can be encoded within the Unicode framework. Let us take the Jery as an example (see Fig. 31). First, we have an old form (with the ‘hard sign’ as its first part) and a newer form (which has the ‘soft sign’ as its first part. This newer version also has two basic connected or ligature variants (see middle section): the connecting line either is somewhere at half height or at the top the character. And then we also have instances where the second part already has the dotted i as its second part.

![Fig. 31: Variants of the ‘jery’](image)

Basically, there would be four ways to encode variants:
1) use of the ‘private area’ for everything but the standard form;
2) separate fonts – one for the standard form, another one having variants;
3) use of font and software technology;
4) have Unicode, Inc. add them to the standard.

These solutions have their advantages and disadvantages:
The use of the ‘private area’ has the advantage of having all variants in a single font and the disadvantage of lack of compatibility between fonts and their users’ documents.

The use of different fonts for variants has the advantage that all variants have the same Unicode number as the basic glyph which means all software treats them as the same character with only different ‘looks’. An advantage is also that such a solution is immediately possibly. The disadvantage here is that for each new variant of a letter, one needs a new font – possibly a dozen for some characters. As only certain characters do have variants at all, this means that many slots in these additional fonts would remain empty because they are not needed. This clearly is not the most economical or practical way to handle variants either.

Solution 3 can be demonstrated by taking a look at the Mac OS X version of ‘Lucida Grande’, the system font. This font has some Czech alternate characters built-in, but not in the private area, see Fig. 32.

![Fig. 32: Built-in variants in ‘Lucida Grande’ font](image)

The clue to the non-use of the private area are the three asterisks above each of the character: characters in the private area have their own number which is not the case here. A user accesses these alternate shapes through functions built into his word processor. ‘Text Edit’, for example, OS X’s standard text editor, has a menu entry ‘Character Shapes’ > ‘Traditional form’. See also Fig. 33 for a possible user interface solution – it shows a part of the ‘character palette’ window where a user can simply point and click on a variant to select it.

![Fig. 33: User interface for selecting variants in OS X](image)

The advantage of such a solution is that all variants are built into the basic font, no redundancy of empty slots in additional fonts is present, but there are also some important disadvantages: in this case the user must rely on software
vendors of word processors to implement a function to select ‘traditional forms’ in their software. Also, the correct display of these alternate shapes cannot be guaranteed with fonts other the one that has originally been used, and cross-platform compatibility is even less clear. This, therefore, is the solution that requires the most coordinated effort by various software vendors (font vendors, word-processor vendors, and system software vendors) and as such is the least practical solution.

Solution 4 would be ideal if we could rely upon Unicode, Inc. to add all recognized variants to the standard in a timely manner and font vendors to follow up with expanded character sets in their fonts. However, the disadvantage here is that no immediate solution is possible if a solution is needed now and not in several years time. Also, more importantly, the success of such a strategy is unclear, even if some variants are already encoded as separate glyphs in Unicode:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{ά} \\
\text{ζ} \\
\text{ϑ} \\
\text{φ}
\end{array}
\]

Fig. 34: Sample variants available in Unicode

Another problem is the important question which shapes to treat as different characters and which ones to treat as variants, stylistic or other.

5. Conclusion and Outlook

As both papers have shown, there are quite a few areas in Slavic philology that need careful consideration which characters to submit to Unicode, Inc., for inclusion in a next revision of the standard. These amount to several dozen characters at the very least. If we compare the treatment that Latin has been given with the treatment of Cyrillic and Glagolitic, we clearly see that the Latin alphabet is at present much better supported with respect to the needs of medievalists, paleography etc., although even there many wishes remain unfulfilled at the moment. Much of the support an alphabet receives from Unicode and within Unicode depends on the initiative of individuals working in the field who are at the same time interested in computer technology and therefore willing to submit proposals to the Unicode consortium.

As of this writing (April 2006), Ralph Cleminson has submitted a proposal to Unicode, Inc. for inclusion of some 40 characters (most of them pairs). The author of the present article contributed various illustrations and suggestions apart from his oral presentation at the Sofia conference (which formed the basis for both articles). All characters included in the proposal are Cyrillic – Old Church Slavonic and its transliteration as well as Old Russian are the main
focus. The proposal does not include all Cyrillic characters mentioned in our two articles, but many of them, and no Latin characters. Consequently, more work needs to be done, in the area of Cyrillic characters as well as in the area of Latin characters, and even Glagolitic.

Abstract

The present paper is the second in a series presenting an overview of Slavic philology with respect to version 4.1 of the Unicode standard. Reviewing East, West and South Slavonic languages, their alphabets and writing systems, the first paper already revealed at least a dozen characters that need to be encoded in Unicode, among them several (soft) Cyrillic characters with a tail at the right side, the Cyrillic old-style I, a Cyrillic Iota (uppercase and lowercase), a Cyrillic dotless lowercase r, the Cyrillic Paerok (no distinction between uppercase and lowercase), number signs, accents etc. This second article presents even more characters, among them a Latin S with stroke, the ‘r rotunda’, problems in the transliteration of Glagolitic into either Cyrillic or Latin, a broader perspective on Balkan philology etc.
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Appendix: Some fonts and their features for slavists

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kliment Std v. 1.7 (Win/OS X)</th>
<th>Times / Helvetica v. 5.0d10e1 (OS X)</th>
<th>Times New Roman / Arial v. 3.05 (Win/OS X)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic Latin</strong></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin-1 Supplement (= Western Europe)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin Extended-A (= Eastern Europe &amp; more)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin Extended-B</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>most</td>
<td>some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatian Digraphs</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maked. Translit. (ѓ)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Štokavian Accents</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal o</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin Extended Additional (256)</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>ca. 1/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maked. Translit. (Ќ)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russ. Hist. Translit. (ѣ, ў)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorbian (мі, þ)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IPA – Phonetic</strong></td>
<td>some</td>
<td>2/96</td>
<td>1/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacing Modifiers</td>
<td>✓ 80/80</td>
<td>11/80</td>
<td>9/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translit. of Jers</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combining Diacritics (= „Flying Accents“)</td>
<td>✓ 112/112</td>
<td>40/112</td>
<td>5/112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Greek</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Greek</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaic Letters (Koppa, Stigma, Sampi…)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classical Greek</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cyrillic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Russian &amp; Slavic</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macedonian Add. ( ц, ћ)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hist. Add. ( ђ і љ њ …)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukrainian Ghe ( І Ꞅ )</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Slavic Cyrillic (ex GUS-Countries)</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td>ca 1/2</td>
<td>ca. 1/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glagolitic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transliteration into Cyrillic</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and Symbol Categories</td>
<td>Substituting Fonts</td>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Armenian, Georgian, Hebrew, Arabic, Ethiopian</strong></td>
<td>– –</td>
<td>– – (supported by other fonts)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Punctuation</strong></td>
<td>70/112</td>
<td>18/112, 27/112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Superscripts/Subscripts (0…9)</strong></td>
<td>30/46</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currency (Euro…)</strong></td>
<td>1/48</td>
<td>3/48, 6/48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comb. Diacr. for Symbols (O)</strong></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number Forms</strong></td>
<td>49/64</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Add. Fractions (2/3…)</strong></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>– –, 6/13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Roman Numerals</strong></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arrows</strong></td>
<td>6/112</td>
<td>– – (complete in Apple Symbols)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mathematical Operators (Π, ∫, ≠ …)</strong></td>
<td>45/256</td>
<td>12/256 (complete in Apple Symbols font)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15/256 (complete in other fonts)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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